
    
Background and Experience:  Kit Furey integrates her left brain skills drawn from her background in 
science and law with her heart-centered training in energy psychology and energy transformation.  The 
result is her uncanny ability to boil down complex principles into simple, profound wisdom that audiences 
can relate to...and she develops effective step-by-step systems and programs to help people break free of 
limiting past conditioning.  She speaks to the hearts of audiences and group participants who want fast, 
easy, gentle, lasting results by harnessing and redirecting the extraordinary power of their subconscious 
minds.  

She has 16 years of training and experience with NLP and clinical hypnosis, is an instructor of Be Set 
Free Fast TM and Serenity Vibration Healing(R) and has experience with a wide range of other 
transformational modalities, including shamanic healing.

Interview Style:  During her interviews she shares self-help tools and guides audiences through 
exercises so they can whisk away...once and for all...outdated subconscious patterns of belief, emotions 
and energy that lock them into the corners of limited lives, struggling to break free of what they don't want 
so they can align with and BE the frequency of what they do want.  

A hallmark of her work is her ability to leverage her transformational tools in ways that result in deep, 
profound change with less time and effort for her clients and audience members often expect.  She firmly 
believes that when people align all their levels of consciousness they are...literally...free to BE their 
authentic Selves, free to flow with the limitless possibilities that are always available when they expand 
their awareness enough to embrace them. However, depending on audience levels of interest, her 
interviews and the exercises she shares with audiences can be “seemingly linear and sequential” or “full 
out spiritual.” 

Programs and Topics:  Her signature program is her Align & Awaken Journey TM to Live Fully as Your 
Higher Self, a digital self-study program.  This program is both a systematic approach (a map) to stages 
of personal evolution,  and it teaches and applies 3 transformational tools.  Participants dissolve the root 
causes of limiting beliefs and patterns associated with 12 core archetypes (or soul growth patterns) that 
underscore the psycho-developmental journey of every human.  (This inner map is the ‘hero’s journey;’ 
however, I’m not finding that ‘hero’s journey’ is common parlance, yet.  The good news is: the ‘hero’s 
journey’ may have more cachet now that Jean Houston has been on Oprah’s program talking about the 
significance of the hero’s journey for every person.  If that is the case, this program is ready and poised to 
catch the crest of the wave of rising public interest.) 

Money & Abundance: “Tame Your Money Monsters: 3 Fast, Easy Ways to Come Into Right 
Relationship with Money” (digital product available)

Health & Well-Being:  “Secrets to Zap Stress Fast and Forever” (no product yet)

Relationships: “ Freedom from Self-Doubt: 3 Fast, Easy Ways to Boost Your Self-Love and 
Embrace Your Magnificence!” (digital product available)  “How to Help Your Children be Calm, 
Confident and in Charge of Their Energy!” (no product yet)

Spiritual Awakening:  Align & Awaken Journey TM
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